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SCOPE AND CONTENTS: 
This thesis is an experimental study of the effects of injecting 

dilute polymer solutions into a turbulent boundary layer developed 

on a flat plate submerged in water • 

. ·A flat plate having a plexig·lass surface together with a 

separate leading edge piece were specially designed for observing 

the boundary layer phenomena. Aqueous polymer solutions were 

introduced into the boundary layer through a slit situated in the 

leading edge piece. Hot-film anemometer technique was employed 

in the measurements bf vel~city profiles, turbulence intensities 

and lateral correlation coefficients at several locations on the 

plate. . The investigation was carried out for two Reynolds 

Numbers, based on the length of the plate, of 2.4 x 105 and 

6.4 x 105• The ·variation in the drag force with respect to 

the polymer concentrations and the injection rates was assessed 

based on the velocity profile data. It was found that the 
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momentum diffusivity was smaller than for pure water, and that 

the presence of the polymer molecules seemed to promote a more 
. 

unifonm distribution of the sizes of the turbulenc~ eddies. 
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A 

B 

NOMENCLATURE 

DESCRIPTION 

Constant in the hot-film probe 
calibration equation 

Numerical constant in the universal 
logarithmic law for turbulent velocity 
profi 1 es 

Numerical constant in the universal 
logarithmic law for turbulent velocity 
profiles 

UNIT -
2 n 

Volt /(ft./sec) 

b Constant in the power law model of a lbf secs/ft2 
Non-Newtonian fluid 

D 

d 

E 

g 

Local skin friction coefficient 
T, 

= 

Drag force 

Diameter of a circular pipe 

d.c. anemometer outfit voltage 

Anemometer voltage at zero velocity 
. 

Longitudinal velocity correlation 
coefficient 

Lateral velocity correlation 
coefficient 

Prandtl's mixing length constant 

Longitudinal integral scale 
CW) -i f dr 

Lateral integral scale == rog dr 
• 

v 

lbf 

ft. 

volt 

volt 

ft 

ft 



1 .Turbulent mixing length 

n Index in the probe calibration 
equation 

pll' p22 , p33 Components of the deviatoric 
normal stress 

Reynolds Number - XU /J) 
00 

ft 

lbf/ft2 

·r Distance between two probes in ' ·.ft~ 
correlation coefficient measurement. 
Radial coordinate in a pipe. 

s Index in the power law model 

T 

u 

Vapp 

u 
00 

u' 

Fluid temperature 

Velocity at any point 

Apparent velocity 

Main stream velocity 

R.M.S. value of the longitudinal 
fluctuating velocity 

Friction velocity - /-r./p 
U+ Non-dimensional velocity - U/U* 

v Injection velocity of the polymer 
•solution 

ft/sec. 

ft/sec. 

f~./sec. 

ft./sec. 

ft./secj 

ft/sec. 

v' R.M.S. value of the lateral fluctuating ft/sec. 
velocity, normal to the plate surface 

w' R.M.S. value of the lateral fluctuating ft/sec. 
velocity, parallel to the plate surface 

x Distance along the plate from the ft. 
leading edge · 

Y Distance normal to the plate surface ft. 

y+ Non-d~imensi onal distance - y U*/Y 

Boundary layer thickness ft. 
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e Momentum thickness ft. 

J) Kinematic viscosity of fluid ft2/sec. 

7 Velocity ratio = u/uoo 
(d Normal distance from the plate surface 

of the fixed probe in correlation 
coefficient measurement 

. I 

ft2/sec • E. Eddy. viscosity 

t', Wall shear stress 1bf/ft2 

T Shear stress lbf/ft2 

f Density of fluid lb/ft3 

A.J Micro-scale of the lateral ft. 
correlation coefficient 

SUBSCRIPT: 

a For polymer solution 
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I INTRODUCTION 

In recent years the development and applications ofsynthetic 

organic polymers have expanded considerably and there is a definite 

need to understand the fluid mechanics of dilute polymer solutions, 

especially their drag reduction ability. The drastic decrease 

in fri~tion resistance in ship model tests has been suggested by 

many laboratories to be caused by traces of polymers in the towing 

tanks. Even though the exact working mechanism is sti'll. under 

investigation, low 'concentration polymer additives are presently being 

used to reduce the drag in the pumping of oils, water and other 

liquids over long distances. By adding minute ·quantities of the 

polymers to the·main solution, say for example, a few p.p.m.*, the 

required pumping power is reduced considerably. 

Furthermore, the concentration of the polymers pr~sent are so 

low that the solutions for all practical purposes retain their original 

physical properties. They are thus, in essence, still Newtonian 

fluids in character but contain some long coiled chains of molecules 

to alter some other obscure, undefined fluid properties. Up to the 

present, there appears to be no rigorous satisfactory explanation for 

this flow phenomenon ex+'hibited by the very dilute polymer solutions. 

* p.p.m. par~s of solute in one million parts of solvent, by weight. 
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It has been conjectured that the visco-elastic properties of the 

polymer solutions pfa)l an ·important role in the drag reduction 

effects but still the determining parameters have not yet been 

i denti fi ed. 

2 

This thesis i$ an experimental study on the turbulent boundary 

layer over a flat plate situated in a water channel. Aqueous 

polymer solutions of polyacrylamides+ in various concentrations 

were injected through a slit, situated at the leading edge of the 

plate, into the main stream. It has been observed by Smallman(l)++ 

of this laboratory, who used a rotating disc apparatus, that a drag 

reduction of up to 50% could be achieved from this particular polymer 

solution. The work reported here attempted to determine its 
. 

influences. on the velocity profiles, turbulence scales and the shear 

stress on the plate surface. The thesis serves as a preliminary 

investigation for future research on boundary layer controls and 

turbulence suppression in this laboratory. 

+ MRL-295 Processed 6y6Stein Hall Ltd., No.-average mol. wt. 
about 3 x 10 • 

++ Numbers in brackets designate references 



II LITERATURE·SURVEY 

II.l Experiments and Theories on Drag Reduction: 

For a comprehensive review on the investigations and theoretical 

analysis on the drag reduction by polymer solutions, it is suggested 

that reference be made to the recent Ph.D. thesis by Hershey (2). 

Only a brief survey on the previous work done which is pertinent to 

the present project is described here. 

It appears that B. A. Toms (3) was among the first to notice 

the abnormal high flow rates of the polymer solutions in circular 

pipes. The irregularity was observed only in turbulent flow and 

the transition Reynolds Number remained roughly constant around 

2,000. He attributed these results to the wall effects put forward 

by Oldroyd (4) who sugges.ted that in the inmediate neighbourhood 

of a solid.wall, a preferred direction could be introduced into a 

normally isotropic fluid and in the case of these polymers, an 

abnormally mobile laminar sublayer might exist and produce an apparent 

velocity of slip and hence an increase in the flow rate • 

. Shaver and Merrill (5) performed a large number of tests using 

various polymers and solution concentrations in different diameters of 

tubes. Relations between the shear stress and the shear rate for 

these comparatively high concentration solutions were all represented 

by the simple power law model, i.e. 

3 
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(II. I) 

Plots of the friction factor vs the pseudoplastic Reynolds Number* 

illustrated that the reduction in drag resistance varied in such a 

manner that, for a constant Reynolds Number, the friction factor 

decreased with decreasing values of "s". The velocity profiles 

were flatter and the mixing lengths calculated were also found to 

deviate systematically _with "s" from that of Newtonian fluids. The 

dye injection technique was employed to study the mixing processes 

and they revealed that when the dye was injected at the centre of the 

tube, it did not disperse as ·rapidly as it did in a Newtonian fluid. 

In the case of wall injection, the smoothly flowing layer near the 

wall was found to be thicker for polymer solutions than for Newtonian 

liquids, and that the horseshoe vortices formed \'lere relatively few 

'in number and not at all well developed, indicating much lower energy 

dissipation. They suggested that, since at the centre of the 

pipe, the shear rate was less than that near the wall, then for a 

pse~doplastic fluid, the wall region would have a lower. viscosity 

while at the central core, the viscosity would be higher and so the 

mixing was restrained. 

* .Pseudoplastic Reynolds Number • 8 j) ds u2-s[ ~ -s 2(3 + 1/s) . b 
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A thorough theoretical analysis of the turbulent flow of 

non-elast'ic, time independent, power law fluids was given by Dodge 

and Metzner ( 6) • Their experiments on Carbopol, sodium carbox-

ymethy cellulose (CMC), slurries of Attasol and attapulgite clay . 
verified the analysis. It can fairly well be concluded that the 

general flow phenomena of the pseudoplastic, time independent, 

purely viscous fluids have been solved. However, in their experiments, 

they noticed that the friction factor obtained from the solutions 

of CMC did not agree with their theory. They attributed this 

deviation to the fact ~hat the CMC possessed viscoelastic properties 

while the other solutions teste·d were truly viscous liquids. 

In a later paper (7) Metzner, with Park, attempted to take 

into account this viscoelastic property of a polymer solution. He 

defined a new parameter which represented the ratio of the elastic 

to viscous· stresses developed by the fluid. The ratio would show 

the comparative importance of the two stresses, as its value ranged 

from zero for a purely viscous system towards infinity as the fluid's 

elasticity increased. Normal stress and friction factor measurements 

we~e made on several polymer solutions. The results did seem 

to agree with the proposed hypothesis but further experiments are 

required before a definite conclusion can be drawn. 

Elata and Tirosh (8) suggested another correlation based on the 

data of their drag reduction experiments using dilute guar gum 
. 

solutions. For various conc~ntrations, their data, when plotted 
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on a graph of 1 IJ\;f vs. ln Red JS , gave a family of straight 

lines. Since the slope of such a straight line for a Newtonian 

liquid is supposed to be inversely proportional to Prandtl 's mixing 

length constant "k", they concluded that "k" was no longer a universal 

constant. Meyer (9) re-evaluated their work and pointed out that 

the constant "k" had not changed and that the variation in the 

slopes was. due to a thickening of the laminar and buffer layer~ near 

the wall. Ernst's {10) veloc.ity measurements showed that such an 

explanation could.well be correct. 

Hershey (2) explained the drag reduction phenomenon by the 

concept of relaxation times of the ·polymer solutions. When a 

Newtonian polymer solution was· flowing turbulently, a typical 

Newtonian friction ·factor behaviour would be observed provided the 

·relaxation times of the major portion of the polymer molecules were 

small compared with a time scale characteristic of the flow. If 

the latter value was smaller, high frequency eddies would transform 

into low frequency eddies before relaxation could occur. The energy 

dissipated would then be lower and so causing turbulence suppression 

and drag reduction. 

Virk and ~a-worker (11) analysed the pipe flow data obtained 

by several investigators and found that the onset of drag reduction 

occurred only after the wall shear stress had exceeded a certain 
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"critical" value. They proposed that the onset of drag reduction 

should occur at a universal constant value which was defined to be 

the ratio of the dimensions of the macromolecule in solution and 

the dissipatioQ wave numbers characteristic of the turbulent flow. 

The resulting expression obtained indicated that the R.M.S. value 

of 'the radius of gyration of the macromolecule was inversely 

proportional to the critical wall shear stress. Fabula (12) at 

the same conference as Virk and co-workers presented a paper putting 

forward sever~l hypotheses in an attempt to explain Tom's Effect. 

The result of one of these hypotheses was that the R.M.S. value of 

the radius of gyration of the macromolecule should be inversely 

. proportional to the 3/4 power of the critical wall s~ear stress. 

There were not enough data to compare these theories as most previous 

workers had not measured the solution properties that were required 

for the above analytical calculations. 

Drag reduction measurements have also been obtained for other 

flow systems. Hoyt and Fabula (13), Hamill (14) and Smallman (1) 

performed tests with rotating disks. Hamill used only guar gum 

solutions and.the percentage decrease in the torque reached 50% at 

a. concentration of 500 ppm. · Smallman used the MRL series in 

addition to the guar gum serie~. Kowalski (15) tested the effect 

of these additives on the frictional resistance of a flat plate 

and also two ship models. Polymer solutions were injected into 

the boundary layers of a torpedo shaped body and also a 19 feet 
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motor boat, and drag reduction of 30 percent and 10 percent 

respectively were observed, 

Hermes and Fredrickson {16) studied the flow of viscoelastic 

fluids over a flat plate. Due to the large strain rate developed 

at the leading edge of the plate, the flow behaviour was observed 

to be quite different from that in a Newtonian fluid. The actual 

drag force mea~ured was found to be more than twice the value 

predicted from a purely viscous fluid model, inferring the presence 

of an elastic effect • Gadd (17) demonstrated some of the visco-

. elastic effects by squirting a jet of Polyox solution over an inclined 

plate immersed in the same kind of solution. For pure water the 

jet spread ou~ but the Polyox jet remained narrow. A transverse 

pressure measurement across the plate revealed the familiar phenomenon 

of drag reduction.· 
. 

In a recent paper ~1izushina and Kuriwaki (18) measured the heat 

transfer coefficients for turbulent flow of pseudoplastic fluids in 

both a rectangular duct and a circular duct. Temperatures and 

velocities were measured in order to compute the eddy diffusivities 

for momentum and heat transfer. Their experimental results were 

reported to be in good agreement with their derived expressions 

using the power law model. 

II.2 Restrictions on the Use of Velocity Measuring Probes: 

In the preceding survey, ~he velocity distributions had all been 

measured by immersing a velocity sensitive probe into the flow regime. 
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Some recent research had revealed· that care must be taken in the 

interpretation of the data obtained in this way. Savins (19), 

in a paper on the measurement of the first normal stress difference, 

remarked that the recorded pressure di.fference (A p) between an 

impact tube and a static wall pressure in a laminar Pois~ille flow, 

bore the following relati~n with the stress deviator of a visco

elastic fluid: 

. R . 

(Aplr = -<P,, - P,. lr- J <~.- P33 Jd<ln r) 

r 

{11.2) 

He assumed P22 = P33 and, denoting the apparent velocity calculated 

from the Pitot pressure difference by Uapp' then 

(II. 3) 

Thus Uapp. should always be smaller than U. The deviation would 

only be negligible in the centre of the tube where the shear rate 

should be zero a~d became very pronounced as the wall was approached, 

since the normal stress increased with the shear rate. 

Astarita and Ni~odemo (20) derived the same equation put forward 

by Savins. They maintained that the integral term could not be 

neglected and showed that, for a power law model, the integral term 

might contribute as much as 80 percent of the dynamic head at the 

centre of the tube. In their experiments they measured the velocities 
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both with a Pitot tube and by the.actual flow rates. In the 

eleven test runs the actual collected discharge did not balance 

with those evaluated from.the integration of the v~locity 

distributions. In one run they found that the difference was as 

high as 30 percent of the actual flow rate. 

r~etzner and Astarita (21} discussed the change in the defonnation 

rate of a viscoela.stic fluid element when it approached the stag

nation point of an object and observed that the defonnation rate 

might become so large that the viscoelastic solution might build 

up a solidlike structure around the tip of the object. The 

resulting effect would be equivalent to the assumption that the 

boundary layer developed over the body surface started some 

distance ahead of the·object. To calculate this entended 

thickness, a relation between the relaxation time and the main 
. 

stream velocity was derived. For the hot-wire or hot-film probes, 

an estimation of the order of magnitude of the thickness showed 

that the liquid film thickness was comparable to, or even greater 

than, the size of the sensor. This fluid sheath would hence 

make the probe response very sluggish and thus not only render it 

useless for high velocities but also make it only valid for time 

averaged quantities. . Moreover, the heat transfer coefficient 

would become independent of the fluid velocity if the velocity 

be-came too high. One way to compensate this was to increase 

the size of the probe sensor so as to minimize the sheath effect, 

but then the condition for negligible natural convection would be 
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violated. Acosta and James and also Leathrum (quoted in Ref. 21) 

carried out experiments on viscoelastic liquids employing several 

hot film cylindrical probes of various diameters. The ve 1 od ty 

at wh1ch the probes became insensitive was very clearly marked 

by the sharp levelling of the curves, while the magnitude of t'he 

th res ho 1 d ve 1 oci t,y at which i eve 11 i ng occurred was found to be of 

the same order as that calculated from the relaxation time relation-

ship. The same limitations were also applicable to impact tubes 

and tracer particle studies. 

Smith, Merrill and co-wo~kers (22) found that there was good 

agreement between the velocity profiles obtained by using a Pitot 

.static, Pitot impact and wall static,tap, which, in a~cordance with 

both Savins and Astarita, should be considerably different. The 

effects of the Pitot probe diameter and the main stream velocity 

on the apparent velocity measured seemed to favour M~tzner's theory. 

Hot film anemometer measurements showed that the heat transfer 

coefficient ·was lower in a polymer solution than in pure water. 

The ratio between these two coefficients began to decrease as the 

velocity increased. At higher velocities ·the ratio became 

discontinuous and fluctu~ting ·i~ character, depicting a highly 

unstable heat transfer process •. The influence of the wall, 

when a probe was moved near to it 'during the calibration process, 

wa~lalso noticed. 



III EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

III.I The Flow System 

The experiment was conducted in a tilting flume of a 

. recirculating flow system. Untreated mains water was used 

which had small quantities of sodium dichromate dissolved in it 

to reduce metal corrosion within the system. A built~in concrete 

partition beneath the floor served as the reservoir and an axial 

single stage centrifugal pump*, driven by a three-phase a.c. motor+, 

was employed to pump the water from the reservoir to a constant 

head tank s.i tuated about 10 feet above the sys tern • 

The overall length of the flume is 40 feet and is supported 

on an adjustable jack, thus ~nabling the flume to tilt with respect 

to the horizontal. The parallel-walled test section of the 

channel is 30 feet and consists of 5 separate equal sections joined . 
together •. Its side wa·lls are panelled with l/4" thick glass so 

that visual observation of the flow in the channel is possible. 

The effective width of the ch.annel is 12" and the maximum allowable 

liquid depth is around 1811
• The channel has a smooth metallic 

floor which has pressure tappings situated along its centre line 

at equal distances of 1 foot apart. Two parallel straight rails 

are accurately aligned by set screws on top of the side walls of 

the channel. This penmits carriages, mounted with various 

* 
+ 

Can~da Pumps Ltd., 1400 U.S. gal/min. 
20 ' Head 

Robbins and Myers Co., 3- ~ , 

1150 r.p.m. 
10 h.p. 

55 V, llA, 1140 r.p.m. 
10 h.p. continuous duty. 

12 
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measuring instruments, to traverse freely along the whole length 

of the f~ume. The channel has a divergent entrance section which 

acts as a receiving and plenum chamber for the water discharged 

from the constant 'head tank. 

The main stream velocity in the channel can be changed by 

either the gate valve at the entrance section or a tail gate at 

the end of the flume. The gate valve in effect controls the 

discharge rate from the constant head tank while the adjustable

height tail gate varies the depth of the water in the channel. 

The water flows over the tail gate and is directed through drains 

back into the reservoir underneath. 

III.2 The Test Plate 

A test plate was designed for this experiment. The working 

surface is made of a plexiglass plate 4 feet long by 1 foot wide. 

Two additional plexiglass strips were glued to the underside of 

the plexiglass plate to give better mechanical strength. 24 pressure 

holes spaced 2" apar~ were drilled down the centre line of the plate. 

In addition two lines of 12 pressure taps of equal spacings were also 

dr.illed on each side of the centre line. The 48 pressure holes 

were fitted, on the underside of the plate .with short pieces of L 

shaped stainless steel hypodennic tubes {0.065"· o.o.). Long vinyl 

tubes were ·used to connect the pressure taps to the pressure measuring 

apparatus. The bottom·of the plate had an aluminum cover to give 

better flow conditions. Since the polymer solutions were to be 
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injected into the boundary layer at the leading edge, a separate 

piece was designed and is described in the next section (III.3). 

The support of the plate was constructed in such a way that 

the plate cou1d be tilted to vary the angle ·of incidence. The 

P.late was pivoted near the leading edge onto a iron stand resting 

on the bottom of the channel, ·whilst two pieces of Dexion perforated 

angles were fixed to the under side of the plate and protruded 1-1/2~ 

at the rear end. Two screwed brass rods, suspended from a carriage, 

were pivoted to the ends of the angle irons of the test plate. 

Th~·depths to which the brass ba~s come down from the carriage 

could be adjusted by two nuts on the carriage. Hence, it was 

possible to vary the angle of incidence of the test plate. In the 

normal position, i.e. with a zero angle of incidence, the plate 

surface was about 611 from the bottom of the channel. The plate 

was located some 16,feet down stream from the entrance of the 
·• • I 

channel during the experiment. 

III. 3 . Accessories for Polymer Solution: Injection 

The principal part was a specially; designed leading edge piece 

made of brass. . A detailed drawing is shown in Figure IV. The 
' transverse cross section of the leading edge was triangular, and 

had a 20° angle at one of the vertices which would be the foremost 

part of the test plate. 

The structure was built up by t,hree brass plates joined 

together on ,their edges by epoxy cement, while the two ends were 
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also covered up to form a cavity,.which transfered the polymer 

to the slit. T~ree short, 1/8" 0.0., copper tubes were fitted 

to the brass plate facing the 20° vortex. The polymer solution 

was fed into the cavity through these three supply lines. A 

uniform slot, 1/2" wide and l/8" deep, was machined across the 

upper surface of the leading edge piece and a slit, 8" long and 

0.02" wide, was cut in the slot to provide a line-source for the 

polymer solution flowing into the boundary layer. The slot 

could be fitted with an external brass strip, having a slit of 

width O.Ol",opened just atop the slit in the-leading edge piece • 
. 

Two such strips were made, one having the slit normal, and the other, 

inclined at an angle of 20° to the surface of the plate • . 
The supply of the polymer solution was from a measuring 

tank placed at approximately 10 feet above the level of the injection 

slit of th.e test plate. Throughout the experiment, the solution 

was ~onstantly agitated by a pneumatic stirrer. A plastic tube 

led ~he sol4tion down to a regulating needle valve, after which 

the fluid was diverted and delivered into the cavity within the 

leading ·edge piece. 

III.4 Measuring Instrumentation 

Velocity profiles and turbulence levels were measured using 

the hot film anemometer technique. The velocity sensitive probes 

were obtained from two commercial su~pliers: the OISA Electronik, 

Denmark and the Thermo-System Inc., U.S.A. (TSI). Two constant 
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temperature. anemometers* were employed and the turbulence voltage 

outputs were fed into a random signal indicator and correlator** 

while the average velocity vo.ltages were supplied to a 2-pen 

chart recorder+. The hot film probe.was fastened to a vertical 

traversing mechanism which had a vernier gauge such that .the 
. 

position of the probe could be determined to an accuracy of 

0.001 ft. The mechanism was fixed to a carriage situated on 

"raiis above the channel. Two such arrangements were incorporated 

so as to measure the correlation coefficient between any two 

locations in the channel. 

It was envisaged that the pressure variation along the plate 

would be very small and therefore a combination of a pressure 

transducer*+ with a scani-valve **+was thought to be more appropriate 

to pick up the static pressure readings along the plate surface. 

HO\~ever, during .the preliminary testing stage its performance was 

found to he unsatisfactory and so the measurement was replaced by 

a bank of liquid-in-glass manometers. Details of the operation 

is discussed in the following chapter. 

* DISA constant temperature anemometer 55A01 
** DISA RANDOM SIGNAL INDICATOR AND CORRELATOR 55A06 
+ HONEYWELL Two-pen Electronik 19 Lab. Recorder 
*+ Scani-Valve Company PDCR4 ! 0.2 psid 
**+ Scani-Valve Company 48D3 - 453 



IV EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

IV. 1 Probe Calibration: 

Three types of hot-film probes were used in the experiment, 

the DISA 55A83 and the 1212-60W from the Thermo-Systems Inc., both 

have their sensors normal to the probes• shanks, while the 1210-

60W is a general purpose probe. The overheating ratio was 0.05 

in. the case of the DISA probe according to its specifications. 

At first the same ratio was applied in the operation of the TSl 

probes. However, it soon became clear that at·such an overheating 

ratio. the DiSA anemometer could not supply enough power to the 

sensor at the particular velocities being used for calibration. 

By reducing the ratio to 0.01· the calibration velocity range could 

be attained by the anemometer and hence forth this value was 

employed in the subsequent experiments • . 
.. 

The calibration of the probes was carried out in the water 

. channe 1. The voltage outputs of the probes were plotted against 

the velocities measured by a P.itot impact tube and the graph was 

extrapolated to the low velocity range used in the actual experiment. 

The general calibration equation for a hot film probe is of the 

form 

(IV .1) 

Throughout the research, the temperature of the ·fluid ranged from 

73°F to 77°F depending on the ambient temperature. Though the 

17 



values of' E 'and 'n' changed slightly it was found to be 
0 
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insignificant when compared to the error invloved in the velocity 

voltage read out. It had also been noted that occasionally there 

· was a change in the value of the constant 'A'. It' E' and 'n' were 
0 

assumed to be constant, this would simply result in a parallel 

vertical shift of the calibration curve in a log. log. plot. Since 

t~e main stream velocities used in the experiment were known quite 

accurately, it meant the voltage corresponding to the main stream 

velocity had to be determined during each experiment and a separate 

calibration· curve drawn from that point and used in the velocity 

calculations. 

IV.2 Pressure Measurements: 

The initial experimental work was to be performed a~ the zero 

pressure gradient·condition and so the channel was first adjusted 

to the horizontal position and the plate in turn adjusted. As 

·mentioned before a pressure transducer was initially employed for the 

measurement of the surface pressure distribution on the plate. 

The 48 pressure tubings were connected to a scani-valve connector. 

A 5 volt d.c. motor situated in the scani-valve drove a rotor which 

transferred these pressures to.a pressure transducer and compared 

to a reference pressure. The difference in the two pressures was 

expressed as an e.m.f. output. In the trial tests the water was 

found to·flow into the pressure holes on the plexiglass plate in a 

random manner. Gas bubbles and water pellets of various lengths 
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were entrained haphazardly • These were quite comparable to . 
the actual pressure differences and so the resulting e.m.f. 

record-chart was impossible for analysis. The possibility of 

filling all the tubes with water had been investigated. However, 

to bleed off all the air inside the system especially at the 48 

ports and at the collector duct in the scani-valve proved to be 
• I 

quite difficult with the rather sensitive transducer which was 

used. Consequently, this method of pressure measurement was 

temporarily. discontinued and substituted by a bank of simple 

liquid-in-glass manometers. Even so, one or several tappings 

often showed up erroneous readings mainly due to the tiny gas 

bubbles entrapped in the tubes. {A vacuum pump was used to suck 

up the liquid into the U tubes during the experiment but this 

could not eliminate all the air bubbles in the solution). As the 

chief objectives of the pressure measurement were to ensure two~ 

dimensional and zero pressure gradient flow, the anomalous readings 

of these few tappings were ignored. 

IV.3 Polymer So~ution: Preparation and Injection: 

The polymer was dissolved in distilled water and thoroughly 

mixed with the aid of pneumatic stirrers, usually 24 hours or more 

before being used for the tests. The concentration was increased 

as the experiment proceeded so that any residue in the distributing 

tubes or in the leading edge cavity from the previous experiment 

would only decrease the concentration. The rate of discharge 
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was obtained by taking note of the time elapsed during the 

experiment and the quantity of polymer solution used. The 

discharge rate could be varied by adjusting the regulating valve. 

The solution was dyed to observe the injection phenomenon. 

When the brass strip with·the slit normal to the leading 

edge surface was employed, back flow phenomenon was frequently 

observed and the coloured solution dispersed into the main stream 

very rapidly, probably due to the upward discharge velocity carrying 

it into the turbulent core of the boundary layer. The case with the 

incl,ned slit was very much better; the solution adhered to the . 
plate surfaGe and there was less back flow occurrence. The two 

flow .conditions are compared in the photographs in Fig. V. All 

the experimental results reported in this thesis were obtained with 

the 20° injection strip. 

. • I 

IV. 4 Velocity and Turbulence Quantity Measurements: 

Since the probes were very sensitive to the fluid temperature, the 

flow system ~as allowed to circulate for at least three hours to 

ensure a uniform fluid temperature before any actual measurement 

was taken. The sensor resistance was measured for each test 
' 

run and the voltage corresponding to the main stream velocity was 

noted. Velocity profile measurements were executed at several 

locations along the length of the plate. During each traverse 

into the boundary"layer, the voltages. for the main stream velocity 

before and after the traverse were compared to check any drift in 
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the probe calibration. If there was any si gni fi cant difference, 

the entire set of readings were discarded and the traverse repeated 

again. Th~s occurred most frequently when the polymer solution 

was injected into the boundar~ layer. For, in addition to the 

usual gas bubble formation and contamination of the sensor, 

,polymer molecules would wind around the hot film and ~ffect the 

normal heat transfer process. Sometimes, the occurrence was 

indicated clearly by a conspicuous drop in the voltage response 

and the probe had to be taken out and washed with distilled water. 

The velocities in the boundary layer were measured using 

a TSl goo probe whose d.c. output voltages were recorded on a 

continuous chart and \'#ere averaged and analysed after the test. 

The position of the probe was read from the vernier scale on the 

tr~versing mechanism. Simultaneously, the mean value of the 

longitudinal fluctuating veloci~y component was assessed directly 

from the DISA correlator. 

The two lateral fluctuating velocity components were 

determined with the aid of a goo adapter, while the lateral double 

velocity correlation coefficient was obtained using both the DISA 

90° probe ano the TSI general purpose probe together. Fig. III-A 

shows su~h a set up for the probes. For each position under 

investigation, the TSl probe was fixed in position while the 

DISA probe was raised gradually to va.ry the distance between the 

probes. The correlation· coefficient was read directly from the 
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DISA correlator. 

Owing to the. fact that the flow system used was a closed 

loop, it became inevitable that, after a number of polymer 

.fnje~tions, the water in circulation would be slightly contaminated 

with the polymer molecules. · Accordingly, the system was drained, 

whenever considered necessary, to prevent the concentration from 

becoming to such a level that it would affect the measurements. 



V RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

V.I Discussions. on Experimental Errors: 

The most critical data measurements obtained during the 

research was the voltage readings from the anemometer output. 

Due to the unsteady nature of the quantities that were measured 

and the frequent contamination of the probes, a reasonable degree 

of accuracy was difficult to achieve. Fig. VI shows a typical 

d.c. voltage output from the anemometer. The velocity was 

obtained by averaging the curve visually and then reading off the 

co.rresponding value from the calibration curve. If the error 

in averaging the voltage was 0.1 volt, this would introduce an 

error in the velocity measurement of as high as·6%. In the 

vicinity of. the plate surface, the error would become still 

greater as the amp 1 i tudes ·of fluctuations there were enormously 

high. There was also a problem in determining the true height 

of the probe sensor from the plate surface. In each boundary 

1 ayer traverse, the sensor was brought just in contact wfth the 

surface by combinations of the feel of the hand and the image of 

the probe in the plate. However, becau~e of the construction of 

the probe and the size of the·sensor element, there was still a 

small gap between the sensor and the surface. This finite 

distance could only be estimated from the dimensions of the sensor 

and the sensor holder. This fact might explain some of the 
. . 

deviations of the points in the viscous sublayer and the buffer layer. 

23 
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The static pressure head of the polymer solution at the injection 

slit was about 12 feet. Usually, in one run, the drop in the 

Jiquid level in the supplying tank was less than 3 inches, so that 

the change in the velocity head would be only 1% and therefore, 

for all practical purposes, could be assumed to be negligible. 

V.2 Velocity Profiles: 

Only two main stream velocities were investigated as at 

higher velocities, vortices were observed to be generated at the 

entrance pf the channel and move down to the test section. The 

flow Reynolds Number corresponding to the two velocities and based 

on·the length of the plate were·2.4 x 105 and 6.4 x 105• Fig. VII 
. 

shows the non-dimensional velocity profiles at various locations 

on the plate, without polymer injection. The uni versa 1 

logarithmic law and the equation for the viscous sublayer were 
. 

plotted on all the graphs where applicable. 

(V .1) 

u+ = . y+ (V.2) 

The constants in Eq.( V.I) were obtained from reference (23), where 

A1 = 5.85 and B = 5.5p. It can be seen that there was good agreement 
• I 

between the experimental data and the log. law plot. This good 

agreement showed that the equipment was functioning \'/ell. l4ater 

was injected .at two different rates irito the boundary layer to act 

as a control test. Figure VIII shows the resulting velocity profiles 
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.and again, there was not much deviation from the standard profiles. 

Figures IX to XV illustrate the development of the velocity 

profiles at various stations under·various injection conditions. 

The distances normal to the plate surface had been non-dimensionalized 

with respect to the boundary layer thickness of pure water at the 

same Reynolds Numbers, instead of with respect to their own boundary 

layer thickness. This is because the evaluation of these values 

from the experimental points is quite difficult. Also, it is 

thought that, when expressed in the present form, the development of 

the velocity profiles can be best envisioned. These graphs showed 

that for a short distance from the slit the polymer solution was 

slowly dispersing and gaining speed. Further down the plate, the 

viscoelastic properties of the polymer solutions appeared to· come 

into play and give rise to the· fuller profiles. The magnitudes 

of these effects were consistent with respect to the discharge rates 

and the concentrations. This trend of variation would follm'l 

immediately if we make the plausible assumption that, in a polymer 

solution, the higher the concentration, the higher its inertia will be, 

and.'therefore, the 1 onger time it wi 11 take to be acce 1 era ted and 

completely mixed. 

Io calculat.ing the velocities, the calibration curves for pure 

water had been used even when there was polymer solution injection. 

The main reason is that there is, at. present, no easy way of 
. 

determining the concentrations or concentration gra8ients of the 
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polymer solution in the boundary layer, which meant that, even if 

the probe was calibrated at various concentrations, there would 

still be no way of applying these curves in the calculations. In 

the experiment, the velocity was very low and the maximum 

concentration, assuming unifonn mixing, in the 'boundary layer \'las 

less than 3 p.p.m. Hence, the discussions in references (21) 

and (22) -on the restrictions in the using of the hot-film probes 

would most probably not apply in the present situation. 

V.3 Drag Reduction~ 

Since the momentum thickness of a boundary layer is a measure 

of the drag force at· a certain position, and that the fuller the 

velocity profile, the shorter will be its momentum thickness, 

therefore, comparing the shapes of the velocity profiles with and 

without polymer injection, the effect on the drag force could be 

inferred from the 11 fullness 11 of the profiles. In figures IX to 

XV it·could be seen that drag reduction occurred at the rear part 

of the pl a·te. Though the velocity gradients at the wall seemed 

to remain approximately the s·ame, higher confidence should be placed 

on the data obtained in the outer region, where the fluctuations in 

'the vo 1 tage outputs were not so severe as at .the wa 11 , and thus 

more re 1 i ab 1 e. The four cases where drag reduction had taken 

place were cal'culated from the momentum thicknesses.* A sample 

calculation is presented in Appendix I. The reduced wall shear 

stress were evaluated in order to compute the non-dimensional 

* When the polymer solution boundary layer is thinner, drag 
reduction is considered to have taken place. 



quantities U+ and Y+, the results ·of which are plotted in Figure 

XVI. Some data po~nts from reference (10) are also shown for 

comparison. From the graphs it looks as if only the value 

'B' in equation (V. 1) has increased. However, it was noted in 

reference (12) that the apparent parallel upward shift of the 

curves could not eliminate the possibility of a change in the 

slope in equation (V.l); more data are required to support such 
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an assertion. At present, it suffices to say that the viscous sub-

layer and the buffer layer seem to have become thicker in a visco-

elastic fluid. The possibility of a change in the slope and 

in its transport mechanism will be discussed fuller in the following 

section (V.4}. 

V.4 Turbulence Intensities and Integral Scales: 

The turbulence intensities relative to the local mean velocities 

in the thr,ee directions are illustrated in Figures XVII and XVIII. 

The ,two lateral components are each relatively higher than the 

conventional results as given in reference (24). This probably . . 
arose from the rather crude approach used in the present experiment. 

From the graphs, 1t could be said that, as a first approximation, the 

outer part of the boundary layer was isotropically turbulent. There 

was a small decrease. in the turbulence levels close to the plate 
• I ' 

surface when polymer solutions were injected while practically the 

same turbulence was observed in the rest of the flow regime. These 

measurements. were all taken at the end of the plate where the solution 
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was assumed to be already fairly well mixed. It is therefore 

concluded that greater suppression would be obtained if higher 

con·centrations were used. The decrease in the turbul~nce 

kinetic energy suggested that the frequencies of the dissipative 

eddies had decreased. This would mean that there was an increase 

in the average size of the eddies responsible for energy dissipation. 

The observations are in general agreement with the discussions in 

(2,5,12,17, 25). 

The measurements of the lateral correlation coefficients 

in the boundary layer are shown in Figures XIX and XX. Because 

of the configurations of the probes, it was not possible, in the 

present work, to obtain data for the region f"s;;e0.003 ft. From 

the curves the lateral integral scales were computed by numerical 
• integration. In Appendix II, it is shown that in a homogeneous 

isotropic·turbulence field, 

(V.3) 

From the above equation, the l.ongitudinal integral scales were 

calculated. The values thu~ obtained are very much the same 

as those given in reference (26) which were calculated from the 

energy spectra. 

. The integral scales could also be viewed as a measure of the 

aver~ge siz~ of the largest eddies. In the presence of the polymer 

solutions, the integral scales were 'reduced signifying a decrease 
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in the size of these eddies. Hence the effect of the polymer 

~olution seems to bring the eddies in a turbulence field to a more 

uniform size. 

Figure XXI shows the distribution of the eddy viscosity 

across the boundary layer. The points with no injection compare 

fairly well with Klebanoff and Townsend's data (24). When polymer 

sol~tion· was injected, the values were smaller and more scattered. 

In referenc~ (25) it was found that the heat transfer was lower 

in a viscoelastic liquid. It appears that the eddy diffusivities 

for momentum, heat and probably also for mass transfer are lower in 

a viscoelastic liquid. The slope at the origin gives the value 

of the mixing length constant k = 0.4. Shaver ~5) measured the 

mixing lengths of pseudoplastic fluids and found that the value of 
11 k' had changed. In the present work, the points are too few to 

permit any rigorous conclusion • 



VI CONCLUSIONS 

As a summary to the previous discussions, the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) Drag reduction was observed as expected, but there 

was an increase in drag resistance immediately after 

the injection slit. The latter effect may be 

diminished by applying a higher rate of injection. 

(2} The viscoelastic properties of the polymer solution seem 

to promote a more uniform distribution of the sizes 

of the turbulence eddies. 

(3) The eddy viscosity of a viscoelastic liquid is smaller 

than that of a Newtonian viscous liquid. 
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.VI I RECOt~t1ENDATIONS 

In view of the measuring difficulties, some type of data 

acquisition system, which could continuously record data and analyze 

it more accurately and conveniently at a later time. would be most 

suitable for the future \'/Ork in this field. New methods of 

velocity measurements in viscoelastic fluids, void of the restrictions 

discussed earlier, should be thoroughly investigated. To study 

the flo\'/ mechanisms of these viscoelastic fluids, a given concentration 

solution in a closed-loop system would yield more fruitful results 

than the present injection method. 

On the other hand, in order to study the practicability of the 

.drag reduction effect, by the polymer solutions on ships, the 

installation of a drag force measuring balance, to evaluate the 

overall drag reduction effect on a submerged body, is highly recommended. 

Various rates of injection for different solution concentrations 

should be applied to obtain an optimum drag reduction effect. It 

was known that continuous injection into the boundary layer is both 

uneconomical and impracticable. Hence, other techniques of 

injection, e.g. in pulses, at several locations over the entire 

body surface or at points where transition. or separation are pending 

should be investigated. 
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FIG. V-A-POLYMER SOLUTION INJECTION 
THROUGH A 20° SLIT 
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FIG. IX- VELOCITY PROFILES AT X= 0·67 FT. 
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FIG. X- VELOCITY PROFILES AT . X= 1· 33 FT. 
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FIG. XI- VELOCITY PROFILES AT X= 2·0 FT. 
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FiG. XII-VELOCITY PROFILES AT X= 4·0 FT. 
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FIG. XIII-VELOCITY PROFILES AT X= 0·67 FT. 
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FIG. XIV-VELOCITY PROFILES AT X= 2· 0 FT. 
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FIG. XV-VELOCITY PROFILES AT' X= 4·0 FT. 
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X APPENDIX I 

X.l Estimation of the Drag Reduction by Polymer Solutions: 

In the experiment, no direct force measurement had been taken 

and the drag reduction was estimated in the following manner. 

The drag force D on a flat surface of unit width is given by 

Eq. (X. 1 ) 

and 
'& 

0 =Jl U (U
00
-U} dy 

0 

Eq. (X. 2) 

The momentum thickness 6 in a boundary layer is defined by 

z l~ e uQO = u ( uoo - u > dy 
0 

Eq.{X.3) 

Combining the three equations, we obtain 

o = f u! e Eq. (X. 4) 

and 

Eq. (X. 5) 

With subscript (a) ·referring to a polymer solution,and assuming no 

·change in 

.. 

free st~eam velocity u~ and liquid density 

Do. = J ua eOI 
DO 

0- Do. 
0 

= 
e- eQ. 

e 
~e -e 

i.e. Percentage drag reduction = 

55 

p , we have 

Eq. (X.6) 
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Owing to the difficulty in assessing the boundary layer thickness 

from the velocity profiles, the momentum thickness in water, e ' 
was evaluated from an expression in Schlichting {23), assuming a 

l/7th power law velocity profile, 

e = 0·036 x Re -1/S 
. X 

Eq.{X.7) 

while Ae was computed numerically from the two velocity profiles 

at the same locat.ion on the plate surface, viz., 

b 

J 
u u 

.A e = - ( 1 - - > dy 
uoo . uoo 

0 
-[ 

For the occurrence of drag reduction, 

'f>>S a 

- 1L )dy ] 
uoo 

a 

and in the interval o ~ y ~ ba., the expression !L( 1·-.iL) is 
uao uao a 

equal to z~ro. . Thus we can change our upper limit of inte~ration 

of the second integral into b Denoting the veloc4ty ratio 

-u by ? , then 
Uoo 

Eq. (X .8) 



The above expression is more· suitable in the numerical 

computation process. 

-
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X.2 Estimation of the Local Skin Friction Coefficient of a Polymer 
So l'uti on: 

It is derived in Eq.(X.5) that 

. T 
0 

= o u2. de 
.r 00 dx 

By the definition of the local skin friction coefficient 

= 

Combining these two, we get 

= 2. de 
dx 

Eq. ~X. 9} 

lnte.grating with respect to x from x2 to x1, while (:} increases 

from e, to ef • then 
e x, 

J 'de = + J c1 dx 
e, . x 

z. 
If we assume Cf to remain constant over a small distance 

tJ. x = x, - xz. , then 

B - e = - 1-6x·C 
1 & 2 f 

Eq. (X. 10} 

Similarly, for the polymer solution, 

e 
f,( 

6 = _j_ ~x·C 
z.<L 2 a f.a 

Eq. (X. 11) 
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In the experiment, it was found that the_variation of the 

local skin friction coefficient was not very large over relatively 

long distance~; hence, choosing the point x2 where e2.a. = e2. , 
Eq.(X.ll) becomes 

. e •. " e~ = t A x-Cf.a 

Combining equations {X.lO) and (X.12) we obtain 

~ = 
ct 

Again, 

i.e. 

.. 

e\.- 8z. et.;. < 1 
= e -f e1, e, < 1 -

for the drag reduction to occur, 

e,.il 
e, 

Bz. ) 
e, .... 
~) 

9, 

e,. > 

Eq. {X. 12) 

e •. ~ 

In order to see what is·.the value of Cf.a' the inequality 

expression is approximated to an equation. Thus, 

c = c. e,.~ 
fa f e, Eq.{X.l3) 

The value Cfa obtained in this 'way is bi_gger than the actual 

value. This means that the actual curves in Figure XVI should 



be shifted still higher; the present plot gives a conservative 

picture on the apparent thickening of the viscous sublayer. 

X.3 Sample Calculations: 

Consider the test run having the following data. (Fig.XV). 

= 1· 6 ft/sec. 

X = 4 ft. 

V =·0·0084 ft/sec 

Concentration = 6 0 0 p.p.m. 

Local Re~nolds Number = 

= 

.From equation (X. 7), the momentum thickness 8 in water. is 

e - -1/5 - 0.036 x Rex 

59 

5 -1/5 = 0.036 X 4 X (6.4 X 10 ) = 0.00994 ft. 

From the velocity profiles and using Eq., (X.8} 

4 e = o.ool97 ft. 

Therefore the e.stimated percentage drag reduction = 4
: 

= 19.85% 



In reference (23), an expression was given for the local 

skin friction coefficient whereby· 

60 

cf = (2 log Rex - 0.65)-2•3 Eq. (X. 14) 

Substituting the values, we get 

Also, 

eq = e - .oB =0. 00 79,7~ ·ft.' 

c = c. ea. =o:oo321 
f,a f e .. 

For the polymer solution, 

u.,a = . u } eta. = 
(D 2 0· 064 ft./sec. 

as compared to that for water, U.., = 0 • 0 71 5 ft./sec. 

From the velocity profile in figure (XV), when 

Ya = 0.002 ft, '() = 0. 38 
I a 

= = 9.5 

Furthermore, assuming no significant change in the value of the fluid 

kinematic viscosity, 

= = 12.8 

The curves in figure XVI have ~11 been cal~ulated from the above 

procedures. 



XI APPENDIX II 
. 

Relations Between the Longitudinal and Lateral 
Integral Scales 

In an isotropic turbulence field, the longitudinal and the 

lateral double velocity correlation coefficients are connected 

by the following expression, (Hinze,ref. 24). 

q = r· of f + -·--2 () t 

If we multiply both sides by r 

" c>+ Q • r = f· r + .L. . ..::...L = 2 () r 

then, 

_1 .o(tt> 
2 c:> r 

or 

By definition, the integral scales are given by 

Lf = r~ dr 
0 

Lq = rg dr 

. 0 

Also, when r is very Sll)a 11, Q can be approximated 

of the 1 atera 1 micro scale A-' Q 
ref.(24) 

z. 
. g = 1 r - 'X g 

61 

Eq.(XI.l) 

Eq. (XI.2) 

Eq.{XI.3) 

in tenns 

Eq. (XI.4) 
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Substituting Eq.(XI.2) with Eq. (XI ·1) 

J

CX) 1 

L f = ( ~" J g·r dr) d 1 
0 0 

rw ~ 
2] <j Q·r dr) d<-t> 

0 0 

= 

and integrating by parts, 

{[-
~ 

dr r 00 } ·L = 2 Jo ~-r J (- ~ )( CJi) d~ f > 0 0 

[lim 
o-f :'t 

+ Lql 2 
i q-r d r 

lim 
f. g.r dr 

= 
1'-o ~ 1.-co "'; 

. ' 
... 

This can be written in a more aoncise form as 

= 2 C I + II + Lg ) 

Substituting Eq.(XI.4) into term I, we get 

lim 
~-o 

lim 
~-o 

lim 
"1- 0 

lim 
~-o 

;J 3 

£(r-*,>Jr 
~ 

-r 
2 

= 0 
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In an isotropic turbulence, 

"" 
Jgrdr =0 
0 

Hence, term II becomes 

~ (/) 

lim 
i qr dr f.gr dr = 0 = 

""> -oo ~ lim ~ 
-s-oo 

Therefore, Lf = 2( 0+0+Lg) 

· i.e. Eq. {XI. 5) 

In reference (24), it was shown that the eddy viscosity £ 

has the following relationship with· the integral scale. 

= Eq. {XI.6) 

where v' is the lateral fluctuating velocity component. It is more 

usual to plot the values in a dimensionless form and this can be 

achieved by dividing both sides of Eq.{XI.6) by U.,5 so that 

=~·~ . Eq. {XI. 7) 
. u 0 • 

·The·values in each bracket are readily obtained and the distribution 

of the eddy viscosity in the boundary layer is plotted in figure XXI. 



XII APPENDIX .III 

Velocity Distribution in the Tilting Flume 

The test plate, which was at a height of about 6" above the 

bottom of the channel,was situated about 22 feet from the entrance 

plenum tank. Since it was essential that the velocity in the 

majority of the cross section of the channel was uniform, the 
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velocity profiles were measured at two sections upstream of the plate. 

These sections were at 2 and 4 feet from the leading edge of the 

plate. At each of these cross sections the vertical velocity 

distributions were measured at the centre line and on either side 

of this position at 2-1/2" from each of the glass side walls. The 

table given bel~w gives the velocity profiles obtained at these . 
positions. It can be observed that the profiles were fairly uniform. 

U = 1.6 ft/sec. at y/H = 0.38 
·Depth of water in the channel H = 1.13 feet 

Dist = 4•· Dist • 2' 

* 
L Centre R L Centre R 

• 38 100% 100% 100% 100% 102% 98.4% 
.47 100.6 94.9 100 98.6 101.4 97.1 
.56 98.6 101.3 96.8 97.2 97.3 96.3 
.65 96.8 103.2 96.8 96.4 99.3 103 
• 74 93.7 100.8 99.4 95.7 95.9 97.8 
.83 93.1 101.3 97.4 92.2 96.5 100.8 
.86 90.6 105.2 104.4 92.2 98.6 102."2 
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· XIII APPENDIX IV 

Polymer Solution'Preparation 

The physical properties of the polymers were obtained from 

the suppliers, Stein-Hall Ltd. The method of preparation of the 

polymer solutions was the same as that used by Smallman (1). The 

polymer Polyacrylamide MRL - 295, which was in a fine granular form, 

was hydroscopic and therefore care was taken to ensure that the given 

sample was not unduly exposed to moisture from the environment. 

Prior to mixing the polymer was baked several times in a refractory 

furnace*in order to thoroughly dry it, and weighed+after each baking. 

For a selected concentration, the appropriate mass of the polymer 

needed was weighed out in a crucible. The solution was prepared 

directly in the measuring tank of 10 Imp. Gall. capacity. Firstly, 

the tank was filled half-full with distilled water and the pneumatic 

stirrer was· set into motion. The weighed sample was then gently 

poured into the eye of the vortex formed by the circular motion of 

the agitator. The resi~ue left in the crucible was washed into 

the tank by jets of distilled water from a polyethylene wash bottle. 

More distilled water was then introduced into the tank so that the 

solution in the tank was finally made up to the 10 gallon mark. The 

polymer solution was continually stirred whilst in storage. 

* Precision Scientific Company, U. s. A. Model 14 

+ Mettler Multi-parpose B~lance, Type HS; E. Mettler, Zurich, 
Switzerland. 




